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Phase behavior of colloidal rod-sphere mixtures
G. A. Vliegenthart and H. N. W. Lekkerkerker
Van ‘t Hoff Laboratory for Physical and Colloid Chemistry, Debye Research Institute, Utrecht University,
Padualaan 8,, 3584 CH Utrecht, The Netherlands

~Received 30 March 1999; accepted 3 June 1999!

We investigate the depletion induced phase separation in mixed suspensions of colloidal spheres
with diameters and colloidal rods with lengthL and diameterD. Using an extension of the free
volume method developed by one of us@H.N.W. Lekkerkerker and A. Stroobants, Physica A195,
387 ~1993!#, we calculate the phase diagrams forL<s and variousL/D ratios. For long thin rods,
the volume fractions of rods needed to induce phase separation scale asD2/Ls. Good agreement
with recent experimental results is obtained. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last 25 years a large interest has developed
phase separation processes induced by entropic interact
Already in 1954, Asakura and Oosawa1 showed that the ad
dition of nonadsorbing polymer to a dispersion of colloid
particles will lead to an effective attractive interaction. Th
result was independently recovered and further elaborate
Vrij 2 in 1976. The attractive interaction, which is calle
depletion interaction, is the origin of the rich phase behav
displayed by colloid–polymer mixtures.

The depletion interaction can be explained in terms
purely repulsive interactions between the polymers and
colloidal particles. Each colloidal particle is surrounded b
shell with a thickness of the order of the radius of gyration
a polymer molecule in which the center of the polymer ca
not penetrate. This excluded region is called the deple
zone. When two colloidal particles approach each other s
that their respective depletion zones start to overlap,
available volume for the polymer increases. This extra v
ume in turn causes the total entropy to increase and the
energy to decrease. This in turn implies that the colloi
particles experience an effective attraction.

In the last two decades significant progress has b
made in understanding the phase behavior of collo
polymer mixtures. This progress has been achieved by ex
sive experimental work on a variety of~model! systems,3–9

the development of theoretical concepts and tools10,11 and
computer simulations.12,13 For various systems, the phas
diagrams have now been determined experimentally, sh
ing colloidal gas–liquid, colloidal gas–solid and colloid
fluid–solid phase equilibria. At the same time quench
deeper in the two phase region of the phase diagram sho
transition of equilibrium states to nonequilibrium states.14,15

This is illustrative for the rich phase behavior displayed
colloid–polymer mixtures.

The depletion interaction mechanism is not limited
colloid–polymer mixtures. Using the same entropy argum
as for colloid–polymer mixtures, mixtures of different siz
and/or shape are expected to exhibit similar phase beha
In case of binary mixtures of large and small colloidal ha
4150021-9606/99/111(9)/4153/5/$15.00
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spheres, the depletion potential is to lowest order in the d
sity given by1,16

W~h!52
3

2
kBTfR

s l

ss
S 12

h

ss
D 2

. ~1!

Here,kBT is the thermal energy,fR is the volume fraction of
the small spheres in a reservoir in osmotic equilibrium w
the mixture of large and small colloidal spheres,s l the di-
ameter of the large spheres,ss the diameter of the smal
spheres, andh the distance between the surfaces of the t
large spheres. Guided by simulation results,17 which indicate
that the critical temperature for narrow ranged potentials c
responds tokBTc /e.0.4, we estimate that an attraction b
tween 2 and 3kBT will lead to phase separation. Equatio
~1! then implies that for a size ratios l /ss510 the depletion
interaction will cause phase separation when the volu
fraction of small spheres is about 17%. Indeed, in mixtu
of large and small spheres, phase transitions have b
predicted18,19 observed experimentally20–23 and by
simulations24–26 around this volume fraction of sma
spheres.

An even more interesting colloidal mixture from a depl
tion interaction point of view is that of colloidal spheres a
colloidal rods. This was already recognized by Asakura a
Oosawa who mentioned rodlike macromolecules as hig
efficient depletion agents in their 1958 paper.27 Auvray28 de-
rived an expression for the depletion interaction poten
due to thin rods in the Derjaguin approximation. More r
cently Mao et al.29 calculated the depletion interaction o
rods of lengthL and diameterD up to third order in the
density of the rods. In the limit that the lengthL of the
rodlike particles is much smaller than the diameters of the
colloidal spheres, the depletion potential to the lowest or
in density is given by

W~h!52
1

3
kBTfR

Ls

D2 S 12
h

L D 3

, ~2!

wherefR is now the volume fraction of the rods in a rese
voir in osmotic equilibrium with the mixture of colloida
spheres and rods, ands the diameter of the spheres. Fro
3 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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Eq. ~2! we estimate that for the caseL/s50.2 andL/D
520 a minimum of the depletion interaction of22.5kBT is
obtained when the volume fractionf of rods is only about
0.4%. Without the Derjaguin approximation, a calculation
first order in the density gives a slightly higher volume fra
tion of rods for which demixing is expected to occur30

Clearly, rodlike particles are efficient depletion agents; v
low concentrations of rods are predicted to lead to ph
separation.

Although the theoretical considerations above indic
that rods constitute interesting depletion agents, so far
experimental results have been reported on the phase tr
tions of colloidal mixtures involving rods. Adamset al.31

have studied mixtures of the rodlikefd virus (L5880 nm,
D57 nm! and polystyrene spheres ranging from 20 to 3
nm. In these mixtures, at relatively high concentrations
rods, various new and exciting phases have been found.
cently we have investigated phase separation in a mixtur
silica coated boehmite rods (L5230 nm, D510 nm! and
silica spheres ~s5740 nm! suspended in dimethy
formamide.32 The formation of colloidal crystals was ob
served for sphere concentrations as low as 1% and rod
centrations of 0.3%.

A few years ago Bolhuis and Frenkel13 presented simu-
lation results and theoretical calculations for the phase
havior of mixtures of spheres and infinitely thin rods. He
we present a theory which takes into account the finite th
ness of the rods and thus allow for direct comparison w
experimental results. This theory is based on an extensio
the free volume model18,19 for the phase behavior of asym
metric binary hard-sphere mixtures.

II. THEORY

The thermodynamic formalism for the phase behavior
a mixture of colloidal hard spheres~component 1! and col-
loidal hard rods~component 2! presented here is based o
the semigrand potential. Consider the osmotic equilibri
system illustrated in Fig. 1. A reservoir with rods at chemi
potentialm2 is in osmotic equilibrium with a system ofN1

spheres in a volumeV at temperatureT. The semigrand po-
tential V(N1 ,V,T,m2) for this system can be written as

FIG. 1. Osmotic equilibrium model. Two compartments are in osmo
equilibrium through a semipermeable membrane. The left compartment~res-
ervoir! contains the rods at chemical potentialm2 . The right compartment
~system! containsN1 spheres in a volumeV at temperatureT and^N2& rods
at chemical potentialm2 .
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V~N1 ,V,T,m2!5F~N1 ,V,T!1E
2`

m2 S ]V

]m2
D

N1 ,V,T

dm2

5F~N1 ,V,T!2E
2`

m2
N2dm2 , ~3!

whereF(N1 ,V,T) is the Helmholtz free energy for the pur
hard sphere system.

In the limit r2
R
˜0 ~and hencer2˜0) the chemical po-

tential of the rods in the reservoir is given by

m25const1kBT ln~r2
R!. ~4!

According to Widom’s particle insertion principle,36 the
chemical potential in the system in the limitr2˜0 is equal
to m25const1kBT ln(r2V/^Vfree&0). Since the chemical po
tentials in the reservoir and system are equal, it follows t

N25r2
R^Vfree&0 . ~5!

Here^Vfree&0 is the free volume available for the rods in th
system. Equation~5! is exactly valid in the limitr2

R
˜0, but

higher order terms will play a role for finiter2
R . Nevertheless

we will use Eq.~5! as an approximation forN2 for all den-
sities r2

R . Substituting Eq.~5! in Eq. ~3! and using the
Gibbs–Duhem relation

dP5r2
Rdm2 , ~6!

we obtain

V5F2P f V, ~7!

whereP is the osmotic pressure of the rods in the reserv
and f 5 ^Vfree&0 /V is the free volume fraction. As a mode
for the rods we take spherocylinders~consisting of cylinders
with length L and diameterD and capped with two hemi
spheres!. For the osmotic pressureP of the spherocylinders
in the reservoir we use the scaled particle expression,33–35

Pv2

kBT
5

f2
R

12f2
R

1C2S f2
R

12f2
RD 2

1C3S f2
R

12f2
RD 3

, ~8!

wherev25(p/4) LD21 (p/6) D3 is the volume of a sphero
cylinder, C253g(g11)/(3g21) andC3512g3/(3g21)2

with g5 (L/D) 11. An expression forf can be obtained
realizing that according to Widom’s particle insertio
method36

mex52kBTlnf , ~9!

wheremex is the excess chemical potential of a test hard
in a sea of hard spheres. Using the scaled particle expres
for the excess chemical potential for rods with a volum
fraction approaching zero in a sea of spheres35,37one obtains

f 5~12f1!expF2S AS f1

12f1
D1BS f1

12f1
D 2

1CS f1

12f1
D 3D G . ~10!

Here f15(N1 /V) @(p/6) s3# is the volume fraction of the
large spheres and the coefficientsA, B, andC take the form,
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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A53q13q21q311.5r 13qr11.5q2r ,

B54.5q213q314.5qr14.5q2r , ~11!

C53q314.5q2r

with r 5L/s andq5D/s.
From Eq.~7! we obtain using standard thermodynamic

relationships the expressions for the pressure and chem
potential,

m15S ]V

]N1
D

m2 ,V,T

5m1
02P

d f

df1
, ~12!

P52S ]V

]V D
m2 ,N1 ,T

5P01PS f 2f1

d f

df1
D . ~13!

Here P0 andm1
0 denote the pressure and chemical poten

of the pure hard sphere system. The phase diagram is
tained by solving the coexistence conditions,

m185m19 , ~14!

P85P9, ~15!

where prime and double prime denote the coexisting pha
In order to perform the actual calculations, explicit e

pressions forP0 andm1
0 are needed for both the fluid and th

solid phase. For the fluid phase we use the well-kno
Carnahan–Starling expressions,38

P0v1

kBT
5

f1~11f11f1
22f1

3!

~12f1!3
, ~16!

m1
0

kBT
5 ln f11

f1~829f113f1
2!

~12f1!3
, ~17!

wherev1 is the volume of a sphere. The pressure and che
cal potential of the hard sphere crystal were obtained star
from a free volume equation of state for hard spheres ba
on the work of Wood39 and Salsburg and Wood,40

P0v1

kBT
5

3f1

12 ~f1 /fcp!
. ~18!

This simple equation of state gives results, which agree v
well with the computer simulations for the pressure of ha
sphere crystals of Alder, Hoover, and Young.41 Using this
equation of state and the excess free energy for a hard sp
solid atf150.5759 obtained by Frenkel and Ladd42,43 using
the Monte Carlo Einstein-crystal method, we obtain for t
chemical potential,

m1
0

kBT
52.130613 lnS f1

12 ~f1 /fcp!
D1

3

12 ~f1 /fcp!
, ~19!

wherefcp5pA2/6 is the closed packed density. Using t
simple expressions~16!–~19! for the pressure and chemic
potential of the pure hard sphere system, the fluid solid tr
sition is found to occur for coexisting densities offfluid

50.492 andfcrystal50.542. This should be compared wi
the computer simulation resultsffluid50.494 andfcrystal

50.545 for the coexisting densities obtained by Hoover a
Ree.44
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The semigrand potential in Eq.~7! which is central to
our theory is simple but approximate. The approximate ch
acter stems from the fact that we have used Eq.~5! for the
number density of component 2 in the system. As alrea
indicated Eq.~5! is only exact in the limitr2

R
˜0. We have

however combined in the thermodynamic integration@Eq.
~3!# this first order result inr2

R with the full expression for
the chemical potentialm2 introducing terms to all order inr2

R

in the semigrand potential. Clearly this implies that the ter
of order O((r2

R)2) and higher are only approximate.26 It is
difficult to assess the consequences of this nonsystem
procedure on the resultant phase diagrams. Comparing p
diagrams19 obtained by this procedure18 with computer simu-
lation results agreement is fair. On a more fundamental le
we expect thatN2

exact>r2
R^Vfree&0 and hence the semigran

potentialV given by Eq.~7! represents an upper bound to th
exact semigrand potential.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Figs. 2 and 3 we present phase diagrams for r
sphere mixtures calculated by the method presented in
preceding section, forL/s ranging from 0.2 to 1.0 andL/D
fixed at L/D520 in the field–density and density–densi
representation,45 respectively. Guided by the expression f
the depletion interaction between two spheres in a sea of
rods @Eq. ~2!#, we have scaled the volume fractions of ro
by multiplication withLs/D2.

For L/s<0.29 simple fluid–solid coexistence is foun
while for L/s.0.29 a region of three phase coexisten
~gas–liquid–crystal! bounded by three distinct two phase r
gions ~gas–liquid, liquid–crystal and gas–crystal! is found.
The same global features for the phase diagram were
predicted10,11 and experimentally confirmed7,8 for colloid
polymer mixtures.

We now consider the effect of the aspect ratioL/D on
the phase diagram. For the purpose of discussion we in
duce a characteristic volume fraction of rodsf2* required to

FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the mixture of colloidal spheres and hard collo
rods in the field–density representation. The aspect ratioL/D of the sphero-
cylinders is fixed at 20. A:r 50.2, B: r 50.29, C:r 50.5, D: r 51.0.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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induce phase separation. For systems withL/s,0.29 this
volume fraction is defined, somewhat arbitrary, as the v
ume fractionf2

R where the phase transition takes place
f50.2. For L/s.0.29 we takef2* as f2

R at the critical
point. In Fig. 4, we plot forL/s50.2 andL/s51.0 the
scaled volume fractionf2* (Ls/D2) for L/D ranging from
10 to 250. From this figure it is clear that whereas the va
of f2* decreases with increasingL/D, the scaled value
f2* (Ls/D2) increases slightly with increasingL/D. The
limiting value for L/D˜` depends onL/s. While for
L/D520 there is still a small but significant difference wi
the results of Bolhuis and Frenkel for infinitely thin rods13

for L/D5100 our results approach theirs very closely. Co
paring f2* ;9(D2/Ls) to the volume fraction of rods a
which the isotropic–nematic phase transition occursf I 2N

;3.3(D/L)46 and taking into account thatD!L<s ~and
henceD!s) we conclude thatf2* !f I 2N .

The scaling of the characteristic volume fraction of ro
with D2/Ls implies very low volume fractions of rod
needed to induce phase separation which is in agreem
with our recent experimental results.32 We studied the phas

FIG. 3. Phase diagram of the mixture of colloidal spheres and hard collo
rods in the density–density representation. The aspect ratioL/D of the
spherocylinders is fixed at 20. A:r 50.2, B: r 50.29, C: r 50.5, D: r
51.0.

FIG. 4. The characteristic transition density as a function ofL/D for r
50.2 ~circles! and r 51 ~squares!.
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separation in a mixture of silica coated boehmite rodsL
5230 nm,D510 nm and silica spheress5740 nm! sus-
pended in dimethylformamide. The experiments were p
formed in a small window in the phase diagram. The sph
volume fraction was varied betweenf150.01 and f1

50.05 and the rod volume fraction was varied betweenf2

50.0025 andf250.006. We found in this range of sphe
volume fractions that the phase transitions occur abovef2

;0.003 whereas the predictions from theory give valu
aroundf2;0.005. Clearly the theory, although not quan
tatively correct, provides a good guide for the experimen
concentrations where phase separation is to be expected

The theoretical work presented here together with
experimental work31,32 indicate that rod–sphere mixture
show interesting and rich phase behavior at low and high
concentrations. However, to obtain a detailed and quan
tive insight in the phase behavior of these mixtures, it
necessary to further map the phase diagram experiment
theoretically and by computer simulation.
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